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RECEIVED

City lags on elevator checks
Going up? Not the number of city
inspections of Columbia's elevators
"[The city's) elevator bureau 1996 - ·wa s
hires 13 inspectors, and they are co ndu c ted .
responsible for inspecting about Since 1992,
have
Cristy Locke had no reason to 22,000 elevators," said Kathleen There
question her safety. The 21-year- Walsh, a spokeswoman for the been only four
inspections.
of
Department
old film student was riding the Chicago
The 624 S.
elevator in the 624 S. Michigan Buildings. "They inspect carnival
building on her way to a history equipment, movable walks, esca- Michi ga n
class when the car stalled in lators and dumbwaiters. So they bui lding had
between the fourth and fifth definitely have quite a chal- five inspections in the
floors. Seconds later, it fell two lenge."
With limited resources, the last fi ve years.
floors before coming to a halt.
The
623 S.
departbuilding
Locke frantically
ment is lagging far Wabash buildreached for an
short on twice-a- ing had six.
emergency bell but
The elevayear
elevator
help never came. "I
in s pections tors in all
was alone and terrirequired by the city three buildfied ,"recai l ed
ings still bear
ordinance.
Locke with a griColumbia's ele- the certificate
mace. "I waited, but
Despite heavy use of Columbia's elevators, the city has conducted a minimal numnobody seemed to be respond- vators have been subject to only of inspections
ber of inspections over the last five years.
in
sporadic city inspections in the issued
ing."
After about five minutes of last five years, The Chronicle has September
1996.
said. "But, can I guarantee you stalled for 30 minutes with two
eerie silence, the elevator started learned.
Provost Bert Gall did not dis- that things·won't break five min- passengers. Building owners are
According to the Department
to function again as if nothing
pute
the
minimal
number
of
city
only required to report when an
of
Buildings'
records,
the
elevautes from now? No, I can't."
happened, and Locke escaped·
tors in Columbia's three main inspections, but claimed the
Since 1992, six violations elevator stalls for more than 15
unscathed.
This incident from last spring buildings have been inspected as school has other measures to were found at Columbia during minutes with a passenger.
maintain elevator safety.
"If you figure out how many
the city inspections. The violamirrors the condition of many little as four times since 1992.
"We have weekly mainte- tions found were corrected by elevators there are and how many
The 600 S. Michigan building
Chicago elevators. City officials
nance
on
the
elevators
by
outside
thousands of hours of usage a
Columbia's outside contractors.
said there is little the city can do has the most dismal inspection
One stoppage report was filed
to ensure all. elevators are work- record. In nearly four years,. only contractors who are always attenSee Elevator, page 2
tive
to
the
safety
systems,"
he
Sept.
12,
one
inspection-<>n
Oct.
30,
1995,
when
a
elevator
on
ing perfectly.
By Rui Kaneya

Assistant News Ediwr

Administration gears up
f o r 1-999 ev aI uat i o n

Faculty plays bigger role in
Columbia's registration

ByMemaAyi
Editor-in-chief
monies would be frozen. Last year, over $28 million dollars were awarded to Columbia students,
Assignment Editor
regi stration
Columbia's
according to the Financial Aid Department.
process got a little easier this
A school's image could deteriorate signifiWhen Columbia saw them in 1989, the college
semester- for the registrar's
was still growing. It had not received national cantly. Most parents of graduating high school
office.
academic status. in some circles, the departments students look to see if the school is accredited and
Gone is the process of arena
were still defining themselves
for how long, as a measure of
registration, where students regisand technology was flirted with, . - - - - - - - - - - - -.. the school's respectability.
tered for classes with a representabut no real efforts were made to
• Professors would be hardtive from each department. Now,
harness the growing phenomeer to attrac! and keep, possibly
students register for all of their
non. Tenure was still just a dis- 'Eight out of 10 uni• leaving the school limping
classes with one faculty member
tant ideal circling in the minds vem•ties WOuld trade with a skeletal staff. Several 1in the department of their major.
of faculty members.
schools that have lost accrediRegistrar Marvin Cohen said a
With the expectation of the balance sheets with tation have undergone a similot of faculty members are more
Jar fate.
North Central Association's us.'
comfortable with the new system
reaccreditation
in 1999,
In 1997-two years before
because they can do it right in
·-Bert Gall, provost NCA
returns-Columbia
Columbia once again will have
their offices.
College has grown exponento perform the ceremonial,
With the old system, the regisdecennial reality check to memtially.
trar's office had to enter all sched"We are one of the fastest
bers of the NCA. The associaules, which cuts work that the reglion is responsible for setting
growing colleges in America,
istrar's office actually had to do.
the standards of all colleges and universities in we have an increasing high visibility, a talented
A transcript coordinator,
staff and a talented student body," said the
the Midwest region.
Derrick Streater, said that the new
An approval from the NCA lends legitimacy to school's provost Bert Gall. "Eight out of 10 uni1 system has had a significant effect
the college and makes the school more attractive versities would trade balance sheets with us."
, on add/drop because students
to potential students. If a school loses its accredNCA will be looking at Columbia College
were advised on which classes to
itation from the century-old body it faces numer- from a holistic approach. Columbia must be pretake by faculty members in their
ous hurdles:
pared to answer a series of questions from intermajors.
• All Title IV funds-federal monies and nal operations to departmental curriculum
"Now we don' t have to send
loans given to students including, the Federal Pell
See Reaccredit, pag·e 6 people to different departments to
Grant, Federal Work Study Loan and other
By Leon Tripplett

*

answer questions or for more
advising," Streater said.
Jim Mitchem, full-time faculty
member in the Radio department,
said this process puts the faculty
in a much more comfortable
atmosphere to advise students
about classes.
Streater also said that thi s
process gives faculty from each
department a chance to be pan of
registration.
For students, the time it takes '
to register hasn't been cut down
on the time they spend registering
because it depends on how busy a
particular department is.
· Desean Poke, a sophomore
work aide during registration, said
that the main problem with registration at anytime is that people
don't read.
"I hear a lot of people say it
was more . convenient the other
way," Poke added.
A fiction writing major, Tim
Bass, suggested that phone regi stration would be an easier process.
"It was tough-! don't want to
do it again," Bass said. "Why
can't we j ust do it over the
phone?"

year, that's a negligible percentage," Gall said.
Gall estimated that some of
Columbia's elevators are
almost 40 years old. All elevators were upscaled before
Columbia owned the buildings, but all will be modernized next summer, he said.
"We expect to put about $3.5
million into updating the elevators."
Gall added that the life
cycle for elevator equipment in
the system viewed in the
industry is about 40 years, and
the renovations "are about on
One of 13 city inspectors checks on carnival equipment. The
target."
city is responsible for inspecting about 22,000 elevators a )'aJ:
Until
the
renovation,
Columbia's elevators will be
inspected by the outside contractors periodically. she said.
About a year ago, the city proposed the idea of
'There's a certain comfort level from the fact that
they are here all the time," said Gall. 'They are "self-inspections" by the building owners, theremore likely to find problems than the city."
by eliminating the need for elevator inspectioas
Gall said the school officials are not concerned by the city. Building owners turned down the
with the missed inspections by the city, and that idea.
"Our problem with the self-inspection was tbat
the school won't press the city to make sure
Columbia's elevators get timely inspections.
we just didn't think that was the doable thing,"
'There's a variety of checks and balances that said Paul Colgan, public affairs director of
are operating, and that's more than just whether Building Owners and Managers Association of
the inspector shows up in your lobby for an hour Chicago, which represents about 90 percent of
or not," he said. "In some ways, I think that the office spaces in downtown Chicago. "What you
city is unfairly criticized here for what they are were doing was asking the maintenance contracdoing. I think they are using the limited resources tor to self-inspect themselves. We just didn't
as effectively as they can."
think that worked. The fact that the city inspecNo injuries in Columbia's elevators have been tors are involved is the critical step on this thing."
reported to the city since 1992. However, in an
After building owners turned down the selfunreported incident in 1994, a high school student inspection plan, they agreed on a new requireattending a college preparatory class in the ment to install a $1,500 device in ev.ery elevator.
Wabash building fell four floors after attempting The device will prevent elevator doors from
to climb out of an elevator he was trapped in. He opening unless the cab is about nine inches or less
escaped with only minor injuries.
.
from the nearest floor.
.
Building owners, including Columbia College,
In all Chicago buildings, there have been II
deaths in elevators since 1992. This year's inci- were given a year, until Jan. 15, to comply.
The city' is considering another change in the
dents included the death of a 5-year-old girl
caught between an elevator's accordion gate and building code so that some buildings would be
hoistway door when the car moved in response to inspected twice a year, while others would be
a call for the elevator.
inspected once a·year.
'
·
The city claims that no city action could have
'The bottom line is those elevators that are 'al
prevented the fatalities, including three this year. the highest risk and highest priority get in~pectcd
The city may hire three or four more inspec- first," said Walsh. "We are working with QUr eletors to keep up with the growing number of build- vator bureau to determine which would be conings in Chicago, said Walsh. But the plan is not sidered highest risk, and which would be coasiclexpected to be carried out immediately. "It prob- ered the least highest. And we'll prioritize biseil
ably won't happen at least until early next year," on that."
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Youth's voice gets a new home
By Sheryl Tirol
Staff Writer

Chicago's youth are getting a
voice right here at Columbia thanks
to a new publication written for, by
and about Chicago youth. Located
on the second floor of the Wabash
building, New Expression, a paper
run by high school students,
promises to attack teen issues with
a new vengeance.
"We want to train urban teens in
writing, photography and illustration. This is a publication about
teens around Chicago for and by
teens," said editorial advisor Billy
Montgomery, who is also a parttime teacher in the journalism
department. The brainchild of
Columbia College's journalism
department, the Community Media
Workshop and Youth
Communication, it promises to
push the limits of newspaper journalism by attacking a wide range of
issues that run the gamut from
school policies to ~xuality.
Regardless of how sticky or controversial these issues may be, the
staff of 13 editors and the team of
staff writers from all across the city
intend to stick to their guns. And
they are in good company. The
magazine is published by Youth
Communication an organization
founded by a Catholic nun, Ann
Christine Heintz in 1976. Heintz
created the company as she was
concerned with how high school
journalism education was being
taught. She felt that censorship by
both administration and students
was getting in the way of high
school newspapers all over the
country.

With that
in mind,
there is
hope that
New
Expressions
will·go
where other
teens publications have
not; right
down to the
nitty-gritty
of some
tough issues
including
High school students gather to express their voice in
politics and
education..
New Exprasion's otrJCe in the Wabash building
The wide
range of
independent media voice for youth
issues that the students intend to
and encourage issues that affect
tackle will also give students the
their lives.
flexibility of worlcing on different
As part of the education process,
beats. According to Montgomery,
Youth Communication also hosts
while students are assigned certain
workshops
for high school students.
sections, they are still able to write
This past summer, an eight-week
on any topic they choose.
long workshop was taught by
The paper is primarily student
Columbia journalism professor,
run. The staff Writers meet monthHoward Schlossberg. The workly while the editors meet weekly to
shop's mission is to allow students
discuss each section's topics. The
goal of each section is to tackle dif- a variety of opportunities to explore
various aspects of the media in
ficult issues and to promote teen
radio, television and print.
empowerment. Also on the cards
Brooks said he hopes that
are pieces on spiritual and ethnic
issues, as well as stories about teens Columbia's links with the journalism community and the exciting
facing life-altering situations.
environment will make this an
Chicago's top 100 teens--young
experience
the teens will be able to
people who are outstanding acadedraw from for the rest of their lives.
mically or who are heavily
New Expressions is distributed
involved in community service--is
another feature that is eagerly antic- free to all Chicago public high
schools and most parochial high
ipated.
schools. The October issue is
Bill Brooks, Executive Director
already available at the New
of Youth Communication believes
Expression office in room 207 at
New Expression will provide an
624 S Wabash.

P'-FAC·still pushes for union
By Dan Bischoff
Copy Editor

Columbia's part-time faculty association's (P-FAC)
push for part-time faculty members to sign authorization
cards voting for unionizing with ·the TIIinois Education
Association (lEA) on Sept. 27, was very successful, said
John Stevenson, P-FAC's spokesperson.
"We talked with almost everyone. I'm estimating that
100 to 150 authorization cards were signed," said
Stevenson. "If a part-time teacher signs an authorization
card, that does not mean they are a member of the lEA.
They 're simply casting a vote to unionize."
There has been no reaction from the college administration over P-FAC's announcement that it is planning to
join a union, nor has there been any response from the
administration over last week's Chronicle story on the
issue.
When asked if P-FAC would have to abide by lEA's
rules once they join, Stevenson responded: "P-FAC
would be an affiliate of the lEA. P-FAC runs their own
ship. We sink or swim by our own efforts. The lEA

would provide P-FAC with legal resources and previous
knowledge of dealing with similar situations."
The part-time instructors do not have much job security over the courses they teach. There is no contract
between the instructor and the college until after the
drop/add revision of the registration process is over.
"Last winter I had a course dropped," said Stevenson.
"And it had the regulatory 15 students enrolled. I did not
find out the course was canceled until the last minute. I
had already done work to prepare myself and the students for the class. I got no compensation for my
efforts."
The college administration announced on Sept. 27,
that they plan to set up health insurance plans for parttime instructors. However, the insurance plans were
completely separate from the college. Individual insurance companies came to the Saturday's meeting to plug
their own health plans, and no rates were quoted.
"I think P-FAC joining the lEA will go through," said
Stevenson. ''The college has a long way to go to improve
their current situation with part-time instructors."

New study finds
student evaluations
influenced
by
teacher's enthusiasm
By Colleen De Baise
College Press Service

ITHACA , N.Y.-"In what year did the first
Continental Congress meet? Anyone? Anyone?"
If the dry homeroom teacher in " Ferris Bueller's Day
Off' had added a bit more pep to his voice and maybe
thrown in a few hand gestures, he might have won
Teacher of the Year.
At least that's what suggested by a new study by
Cornell University researchers, which found a little
enthusiasm in a professor's voice goes a long way in
influencing students.
In fact, students' evaluations of their instructors,
which often play an enormous role in determining
whether a professor gets tenure and pay hikes, may be
based more on style than substance, warn the researchers.
As part of the study, a Cornell professor taught the
same course twice with one exception-he used a more
enthusiastic tone of voice the second semester, and students' ratings soared on every measure that second
semester.
The second-semester students gave much higher ratings not only on the professor's knowledge of the topics
and their own ability to learn, but even on factors such as
the fairness of grading policies, text quality, professor
organization and course goals.
And although the 249 students in the second-semester
course said they learned more than the 229 students the
previous semester believed they had learned, the two
groups performed no differently on exams and other
assessment measures.
"The study suggests that factors totally unrelated to
actual teaching effectiveness, such as the variation in a
professor's voice, can exert a sizeable influence on student ratings of that same professor's knowledge, organization, grading fairness, etc.," said Wendy Williams,
associate professor of human development at Cornell.
The co-author of the study, Stephen J. Ceci, was the
professor evaluated by the students in a course on developmental psychology, which he has taught for almost 20
years.
·.
He and Williams came up with the idea for a study
after he took a teaching skills workshop following the fall
semester. During the spring semester, he taught the course
agai n using one teaching skill he learned in the workshop:
an "enthusiastic" teaching style accomplished by changing the tone of his voice and usi ng more hand gestures.
The results surprised even the researchers. "The effect
of the presentation style also colored students' reaction to
fac tors unrelated to the teaching, such as the quality of the
textbook and teaching aids used," Williams said. Yet, the
textbook and teaching aids were the same both semesters.
The problem with all this, the researchers said, is that
the study calls into question the accuracy of students '
evaluations.
"With some coaching, teaching in a more enthusiastic
style is a fairly easy change to effect," she said. "Yet the
improvement in ratings due to this simple change can
make the difference between being awarded tenure and
not being awarded tenure and other important career
milestones."
The professors' study has been published in the
September issue of Change, a journal fo r administrators
in higher education.

students choose classes
testing comfortable and non-t!Jreatening
incoming cl~s." .
,
.
scores, the advisors · · to the studen.ts.
math score .looks as if ' "Columbia is committed to hands-6n
said Latta.'
classes and addressing weakness," said
-Steven' Moggee; a Latta. "[Low scores on test] aren't meant
who will be xesponsi- to be a barrier."
La!ta acknowledges Moggee will have
n ........";""' classes and assistdisciplines to a challenge. "For many students, reading
is not a habit ," said Latta. She cites that
reading is required in every disipbne. ·'
Administration hopes that testing will
not only help adviseme.o t but also releJ!:,
tion. It views the program as being anoth- "
er retention device much like freshmen
seminar. Students would be given guidance based on their needs.
Last year's test found that math proficiency was t~ biuest single predictor of
success at Columbia.
community, which link
A
, ~,~,,, ,.""5~"-. have also ~n added this

two
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SPECIAL REPORT

CTA .nt·a kes biggest cuts in its hist
Will the CTA cutbacks affect Columbia students who travel by bus or train? W
Copy Editor Dan Bischoff takes a closer look at the dilemma
By Daniel T. Bischoff
Copy Editor

"The Chicago Transit Authority is about to launch the ·
largest service cuts in its history. Over 15 bus routes will
be eliminated, 90 bus routes will be cut back, and three
rail lines will be reduced. The repercussions are being felt
all across 'Chicago and right here at Columbia where a
sizeable population of students rely on the El and the bus
to get to school.
"These cuts are already forcing people to seek alternate
means of transportation, as recent published reports show.
In a letter to the Chicago Sun-Times, Deborah Elmore of
Edgewater wrote: "I am exhilarated to announce my freedom from the tyranny of the CTAIRTA syndicate. I
bought a car recently; in the midst of all the rhetoric and
nonsensical changes in our public transportation system."
Others such as Li Wright voiced his concerns in the .
Reader. "I h11ve made a pledge to buy a motor scooter next
spring. I'm 50 years old and I see a lot of people, young
and old, riding motor scooters," said Wright, of Chicago,
in his letter. "The Chicago highways and streets are overcrowded. We need public transportation. We need efficient, quick-running public transportation."
How the major cuts will improve local transporation is
still a matter up for debate.
The Reader recently reveled that the CTA had lost
more than 25 percent of its riders since the mid-1980s,
and that the quality of service has continually gone down. . to keep this in mind when we consider the future of the
The CTA tried to address this problem in 1996 when- system. But we have to be realistic."
former city aviation commissioner, David Mosena, (who
Some wonder what Daley means by "realistic". It is
announced his resignation just after the service cuts were not realistic to sever the only transportation option some
. approved), teamed up with CTA chairman, Valerie Jarrett, people have, leaving them stranded. Nor is it realistic to
to form a team that many thought would solve all the take away the jobs of the CTA workers who will lose out
problems plaguing the CTA.
in these budget cuts.
But the CTA's problems were far from simple. For
As confidence in the CTA begins to wane, critics constarters, it had to deal with a $20 million deficit left over tinue to paint a bleak picture. If the CTA does not look at
from the fiscal year of 1996.
its problems with real thought and consideration it is
"We have been pulling rabbits out of hats," said doomed to slide into failure, they say. And no one can
Mosena in an interview with the Reader. "But we have run afford the possible failure of the CTA.
out of rabbits."
Decreased federal fundi ng at only $4.84 billion alloBut the magic does not stop there it seems. The CTA caJed to mass transit for the entire country c9ntinues to
will ·itow make bus and El routes disappear. Come Oct. 6, all'!! to the CTA's woes.
Chicagoan's will bear the brunt of the CTA's wand waving.
Jarrett and Mosena said that because of the decreased
The cuts will eliminate 15 bus routes, and stop owl service funding, increasing CTA fares would be the only alternaon a number of El lines ( 1:00 to 4:00 or 5:00 a.m. on tive to the service cuts. However, they did not choose this
weekdays, I :00 or 2:00a.m. on weekends). About 90 bus alterna:tive, because they didn't want to sacrifice the betroutes will also be cut. Among Ellines to be cut -- includ- ter half of the majority for the minority (it's estimated
ing the Green Line El and the Douglas branch of the Blue three to six percent) of the riders on the affected lines.
Line El -- are those that reach the South and West sides,
But someboady had to get hurt after all: some more
including poorer communities. Those living on the west than others. As reported in the Reader, a survey conductside of town could be hardest hits on Saturdays, Sundays ed by a nonprofit Metro Chicago Information Center
and holidays when the Douglas Blue Line will be com- showed that nearly half of all blacks and 42.5 percent of
pletely eliminated. The El cuts will begin this coming Latinos had taken public transit within a ~i ven week,
spring, on March I , 1998.
compared to 36.5 percent of whites.
j
These changes are not sitting well with Columbia stuAlso included in the CTA
dents who are already
budget cuts are the elimination
grousing about the CTA's
of all conductors aboard all El
unreliability.
train lines. This means that the
"I ride the Red Line
engineer will end up doing
[Howard/Dan
Ryan]
double-duty by having to work
almost everyday to get to
the doors and drive the train. A
school and work," said
lot of people fi nd this cut rather
- Sean Cauglin, 22, a senior
disturbing especially where
majoring in film. "I'm sick
safety is concerned.
and tired of trains not
"I think it is a real bad idea
showing up on time. And I
to get rid of the conductor,"
really hate it when I'm
said Chris Dankowski, majorwaiting for a train, and
ing in FilrnNideo.
three trains pass in the
"An El train with no condirection I don't want to
ductor just doesn't seem safe.
go."
And some El stops are long
Where are Chicago's
enough to have a bend. How
higher-ups in the midst of
will the driver be able to see if
all these public transit cuteveryone is on or off the train?"
backs?
Other proposed changes
As far as Mayo r
include the move toward the
Richard Daley is conuse of fare cards. Fare colleccerned, the public needs to
tors will be a thing of the past
be realistic about the
as machines take over. Starting
changes.
in a couple of months, there
Daley told the Reader
will be no CTA person to
that he had introduced a
receive money or answer quesbill in Springfield that
tions at El stops. Already ticket
would, if passed, raise
collectors have been given jobs
state subsidy for student
with new glamorized Customer
and senior fares. Daley
Service Representatives titles.
also proposed a state gas
CTA El riders will have to
tax to help fu nd the CTA,
own a fare-card or have the
while at the same time
exact fare to board the El, othforcing car owners to go to
erwise riders will be stranded.
a transit system that doesn't work. And this proposal
"I'm just sick and tired of it all," said Darnell Jenkins,
would result in over-crowding already over-crowded a junior studying management. "I take CTA just about
buses and trains.
everywhere. It is evident that things have gotten worse
"Many people rely on the CTA," Daley said in a press recently. The new fare-cards are okay, but the trains and
conference. "Service cuts affect how people go to work, buses just don't run on-time anymore. It's a huge Joss to
visit their fami lies, or travel to places of worsh1p. We need everyone."
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standards.
For example the college
must dctcnninc if students
arc really learning.
Administrators must ask if
they arc providing their consOmers with sufficient scrvrccs and how the college is
keepin&<.41P with techno logy.
;:, Th~'1.¥C among the laundry Ji ~ucsti on s that will
_goad f.n,. Foley, director of
ln stit~al Research, for the
ncxtJCjf'al semesters.
Folc,..._.s chosen early this
year by the college's president. John Duff, to make s ure
Colu mbia i!i ready when the
NCA comes knocking o n the
door.
"The main question that
we have to ask o urse lves is
'Arc we accomplishing w hat
we said we were going to
accomplish according to our
mission statement?' "said
Foley.
Columbia's mission s tatement wiII serve as the measuring s tick this week when
the college's in-house committee meets. The Self Study
Committee, which Foley
heads, will be composed o f
senior faculty and administrative members throughout
the college community.
The committee will conduct its own evaluation o f
how the college is faring academicall y, as well as its
internal operating facilities.
The committee has, as its
first task, the job o f measuring the efficacy of all academic departments.
"We' re going to ask ourselves what exactly are our

educational goals and are our
students meeting them,"
Foley added.
Last year, the acadcm ic
departments underwent a
number of tests that will
assess where students arc
and, the more crucial question, arc students meeting the
goals outlined hy each
department.
Most students last semester remem bered some o f the
tests that they were made to
take, which came, to many of
them, as a complete surprise.
Said one student in the
Jihcral education department,
"The test was very trivial."
Adding that " If they want to
test my sk ills as a lihcral arts
student. they s hould include
more Eng lish related questio ns." referring to a test that
was composed of a number
of mathematical and sc ientific questions.
Other s tudents welcomed
the tests, commenting that it
was a good di version from
lectures and other classwork
activities. "I think its good,"
said junior Bernard Williams.
" It assess where we arc at
this point in our academic
careers and if we're retainin g
what we learned ."
But Foley added that the
tes ts had nothing to do with
what NCA is asking of the
college. "They arc not concerned with how students arc
doing on an indi vidual level
but how the s tudents are pcrfonning as a group. The
tests were fo r our own purposes."
Still , the tests provided
insight o n what the committee must do to re-tool its
thinking, and will make for a

good basis once the Self
Study Comm ittee presents its
seminars this week to the
academic department•.
Meanwhile, the journey of
renewi ng Columbia's current
accreditation status will wind
itse lf from the admi nistrative ann of the school to students services. At the last
accreditati on renewal, the
NCA said the college's support services were Jacking.
Gall, welcomed the criticism
and the college establis hed
several wuncils to address
the needs of students.
"They felt we didn't have
an adequate internal governance structure," Gall
remembered. "We added a
myri ad of committees."
Once the Self Study
Committee has made their
recommendations, the NCA
in 1999, will have free reign
o f the school for the better
part of three days. They will
scrutini ze the school careful ly to sec if Columbi a is fol lowing its own guidelines.
Gall maintains that Columbia
will have no need to do any
window dressing, and is confident that Columbia will
retain its accreditation.
"It's reall y their show.
They will explore things that
they deem are issues and
concerns or even challenges
from the report that our internal committee make," Gall
added.
Foley confinns that there
s hould be no n·e ed to worry
about the fate of Columbia.
"I think to talk about
do ubts of us getting reaccredited is too remote to
think about. Its highl y
unlikely."
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Barbie goes to college
By College Press Service
America's favorite plastic sweetheart is a college girl now.
Under a special licensing agreement, Barbie is on sale at college
bookstores on 19 maj or campuses,
including
Clemson,
Duke,
Wisconsin, Arkansas, G eorg ia and
Virgini a.
While the huge breasts and small
waist are the same, the Mattei doll's
teeny outfit is now a cheerleader unifonn customized with the school's
colors.
·
And how are sales going?
"They were going great while we
had them," said Pete Gorski, fro ntend supervisor of the C lemson
Uni versity bookstore, which is awaitin g another shipment after goi ng
through the first three batches of
dolls. "We get several phone calls a
day for them. We've sold through
over a thousand already."
S tudents, faculty and staff are
clamoring for the dolls, which are
packaged in their traditional cottoncandy pink box. The older crowd is
buying the doll in bulk quantities, he

said , to give to their children or
grandchildren.
When s he's in stock at Clemson,
Barbie sells fo r $14.99, which is $5
off the s uggested retail price. All the
colleges who sell the do ll get to keep
a certain percentage of the wholesale
price.
Of course , the doll , dubbed
University Barbie, has drawn some
criticis m because s he doesn't exactly
loo k like a typical college co-ed on
her way to psychology class or a biophysics lab.
"She's got pom-poms," Gors ki
said. "Her knees bend forward and
backward so she can do more gymnastics-based s tuff."
Instead of a backpack, s he carries
an oversized hairbrush. Not that anyone was expecting University Barbie
to carry a slide rule, but the doll has
been criticized by many for looking,
well, not quite as intellectual as her
real -life female counterparts.
"I suppose I could see people getting peeved at that," Gorski said.
" But 1t's a toy. This is not necessarily
a symbol of what college students
s hould be."
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A little ridiculous
Editorial Board
Iowa State Daily

The Stanford Daily fired a long-time columnist simply because he
refused to axe a reference to new Stanford student and First Daughter
Chelsea Clinton .
Jesse Oxfeld, a senior and long-time staff member of the student
paper apparently wrote a piece that criticized the university's highly
publici1.cd policy of not covering Clinton differently than any other
student.
What's the deal? Is n'tthat what a columnist's job is? Isn't he supposed to question and address public po licy as well as influence public opinion?
What's all the hub-bub about? Is it because he questioned the way
the campus was being affected by the presence of the First Fami ly?
Maybe it was because he actually had the audacity to write about a
campus event.
The man didn't call Chelsea something outside of her name or
question her chastity.
He simply asked that the White House afford the Stanford campus
the same privilege it asks for privacy. Was that too much to ask?
Probably not.
II looks like the people at the Stanford Daily may be a little bit
mixed up when it comes to their columnists' First Amendment rights.
II appears there is a little bit of a dcscrepancy in what the columnist thought he could write and what the paper thought he should
write.
Simply mentioning the president's daughter in a column isn't
grounds for firing. Is it?

Guest Column
Affmnative action: lFrom bad to worse
By Todd Shockley

Ohio Srare University Lantern
I never wanted to assert an opinion on the tired topic of affirmative action because I don't feel threatened by it except perhaps in
principle.
Thus, I intend to show a deep, logical sense of ethics is at the
heart of this debate. However, I feel obliged to demonstrate my point
in a somewhat absurd way. So don't read on if you' re squeamish.
Since those in favor of affirmative action want to fight discrimination with discrimination, why don ' I we refer to whites as "honkys"
and conversely refer to blacks as "super-special AfricanAmericans." I call this "linguistic affirmative action."
A year ago, a majority of the editors on a local newspaper admitted affirmative action is reverse discrimination. However, they reasoned, honkys would have to "deal with it,'' for the better good. In
other words, it 's time the hanky folk experienced a little discrimination (even though they had nothing to do with past discrimination).
Fix racism with racism.
Valueless answer for a valueless problem. Fight bad with bad.
How quaint.
And ... how caring. The idea, it seems, is to harm those who biologically had nothing to do with the mistakes of past generations.
There are more active approaches, however. A more efficient
means to right 400 years of racism would be to round up a bunch of
honkys and shoot them.
This would free up those good jobs and other opportunities fors uper-special African-Americans. Now that's really sensitive. Since
most people would not go for this (though they would if they were
logically consistent), I have a moderated solution.
Why not base affirmative action on income? After all, is it not the
goal of affirmative action to help the disadvantaged? Or is it simply
a matter of "let's get even with those spoiled honkys"? Those in
favor of the current policy would be comforted by the fact that superspecial African-Americans would still get a large portion of the benefits of an affirmative action program based strictly on income.
Super-special African-Americans would still be the focus of affirmative action because they are represented disproportionately in the
lower classes.
I must warn you, though, that some honkys would reap the benefits of income-based affirmative action. Many people would no
doubt find this appalling because "them honkys already have so
much." Keep in mind , though, that poor white honkys were born into
their conditions. TI1a1 is, these honkys had no contro l over their
predicament -- just like African-Americans in the same position.
A' a matter of fact, a regular honky denied access to anything
lx:causc o f current affirmative action policies (because o f the
hooky's inherent color or wealth) had nothing to do with "years of
racism" and " white affirmative action" either.
We also would not have to worry about reverse discrimination
under my proposal. In fact, we could s till discriminate against the
rich.

DEARBORN II"
HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTE; CLASS
OF 1997
Not until I rugged back on my mental 110tes and
saw the images rhat rhe camera had suspended in
rime, did I really begin to understand the grip the
"Dearborn II, " had on me. As I started to trans/are my rhoughrs onto paper. I found myself rambling back ro rhe beginning-July 14, 1997. What/
began to write bore lirrle resemblance to the simplicity of rheir journey-ir would, for me and rhem
too, become a passage.
It was like rummaging through an arric seeking
some particular article-some memory erched in
time and being ambushed by rhe commandos ofnostalgia-a time when, not too long ago, I was in high
school.
"The leaves of memory, " Longfellow wrore,"
seemed ro make a mournful rustling in the dark." ..
As a journalist you develop a sixth sense, you
morph into a cynic. You were once an optimist, as
most novice journalists are, believing that you
could change things, shift public opinion, expose
malfeasance and shed light on all that is good in
society. Once in a while you get presented that
opportunity; albeit rare.
That rare opportunity presented itself to me the
summer of 1997 in Columbia College's Residence
Center. I was asked by the director to take on the
position of being a Community Assis tant for a
group of. high school students from Dearborn,
Michigan, develop a few programs to keep them
occupied and all would be well; didn't sound like
rocket science to me.
Admittedly my priorities were elsewhere, among
them, concentrating on establishing my pro fessional career in the news business and developing a
stream of contacts. My tenuous attitude toward the
position was evident in the very beginning.
All that changed when a group of rangy youngsters, hormones pumping, adrenaline at dizzying
speeds, entered the halls of 731 South Plymouth
Court. On first inspection, they were going to be a
nuisance an unnecessary diversion from my career
goals. That's the problem with novice journalists:
flying with first inspections, not digging deep
enough. They weren't a rag-tag group o f indolent
gadflies causi ng mischief at every opportune time.
They were poets and thinkers, artists and computer
geniuses.
They were, upon deeper inspection, something
bigger than that-they were tomorrow's leaders. If
the statement sounds cliched and overused, I'll concede it is. The stereotypes surrounding Generation

0 rt o h t' r (, . I 'J 11 X is daunting to say the least. They junked all the
baggage attached to our generation.
.
One month in the "city that works," Jli'CPIIIeCI
them for a lifetime of achievements. Taken from a
suburban enclave in the Michigan and literally
thrown into the third largest city in America--dley
showed how they could make it, with few exceptions. They carne to Columbia with no idea of whal
college life was really all about-or a big city. Put ·
up in loft-styled dorms they had to, in many ways,
fend for themselves: cook their own food, wub
their own clothes, learn how to budget m(/ney, take
college-level classes' and keep up. They also got a
flavor of what Chicago was all about under Robert
Jenkins' tutelage of Chicago history. ''They,"
quickly became " we."
I learned the meaning of Community Assistance.
I abandoned the news business for most of that
month to get to know them better, to trust them the
same way they trusted me, to provide insigbt from
a college student's perspective. Whatever notiog
the " Dearborn II " had about not going to college it
was quickly dispelled after a couple of weeks. At
every opportunity they grabbed Columbia and
Chicago by the scruff of its neck. We walked down
the Magnificent Mile and stood open-mouthed in
awe at the enormity of the Sears Tower-going up
to the head of its tall frame. We rambled through
Borders Books and Music as though it was ours for
the taking.
They gave me a window into their family background, their prudent high school teacher, whom
they all showed a religious appreciation for, Russ
Gibb. I reciprocated and gave than a view into what
it was like growing up a foster child, determined to
succeed. We shared many nights in 209 playing
"Spades," getting sleepy but having too much fun to
hug the pillows. I ' m convinced that being a
Community Assistant has nothing really to do with
the mechanics of the job-duty rounds, putting up
bulletin boards and guiding people out into the
streets in the wake of a ftre alarm.
Although these items are neces'ary to sustain
order in a college atmosphere-it is meaningless if
the residents don't even know your name, or see
you only when it's necessary. When they lumbered .
into Chicago by train, car and plane-separate, they
left the same way-this time together. After one
month at Columbia and in the dorms they won't be
the same when they nestle back in Dearborn,
Michigan. They can't be, too much has happened
in the city, whose slogan lived up to its meaning,
" the city that works."
I won't be the same either. They carne into my
life and made me hopeful once again of the ideals of
"community," of higher education, and we had a
helluva good time in the process.
Carla J. Gilbert Samantha Spencer, Lindsay
Nickel, Thorn Ingram, Vahan M. Callan, Jaime
Sutherland, John Douglas, Ben Mazza, Tony Estes,
Evan Sears, and Geoff Fell. Remember their names
You'll hear great things from them in the near
future.

+ Leon Tripp/err is a Junior Print Journalism
major

Editorial Cartoon of the week

Letter to the Editor
Tenure: A Step in
the Wrong
Direction
G iving tenure to
teachers at Columbia
College could be a very
had idea.
One of the reasons I
to
attend
chose
Columbia College wus
that it had a stuff of

work ing instructors, i.e.,

the people I was going
to be taught by were at
least semi-professional s
in
their respective
field s. Who better to
learn from than someone who docs it for a
living? If teachers arc
gran ted tenure, I fear
there could be a general
decline in the quality of
their c lasses. These
instructors could con-

cei vably lose touch, so
to speak, with their
fie lds. Ultimately, students would be s tuc k
with professors who arc
either ." past their prime"
or no longer have any
up-to-date,
relevant
information regarding
that subject. That's a
large part of the reason
many of us students nrc
paying,$4000+ a semes-

ter.
Columbia College is
fairly unique in not following · in the steps of
most o ther schools. I
hope, for the students'
sake. it stays that way. It
is unfortunate that this
situation is probably too
foregone to reverse.

Bruno VanderVelde
via the Columbiafornm
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worldwide ban on anti-personnel land mines. AMA
has not been getting the best publicity anyway with
some of their rec\:nt endeavors (case in point being
the Sunbeam-AMA contract from which AMA is
now attempting to withdraw.). This release doesn't
come close to improving their public image.
By Lynne Snyder
Robert R. Butterworth, Ph.D. sent two press
Specwlto the Chronicle
releases through the Entertainment Wire. The first,
"Psychologist calls [for] Self Examination of Tabloid
At the risk of recycling the tragedy of Princess Voyeurism". This was a feeble attempt to get the
Diana's death, I offer another perspective to the story. word out on his services that include providing assisHer untimely demise triggered some
tance to radio, TV and print
quick thinking opportunists to plug the1r
media to help understanding of
agenda as seen through the following
psychological issues. People
samplings of press releases.
have always had a curiosity and
Many of these agendas seemed
fasci nation with bizarre and
appropriate enough.
.
sleazy things that weird or
Showbiz photographer Paul Sm1th
famous people do and this sells
defended his job as a celebrity photogsmutty tabloids which, in turn,
rapher for the British news media. He
makes loads of money.
stated "Not all celebrity photographers
So, where's the hot psychologare paparazzi-we too mourn Diana's
ical issue?
death." (Los Angeles, Entertainment
His second release, "Diana's
Wire)
Death-the Trauma That Her
Smith went on to say he always
Children Will Experience",
found Diana to be cooperative of posing
encourages grief stricken individfor photos at official events. People like
.uals to seek ..... the help of expeSmith deserve a chance to defend and
rienc~~ professionals to sort it all
separate themselves from the rest of the
out...
beleaguered media that's been found to
While I'm sure doctors like
display less than ethical behavior.
Butterworth offer worthy serA release titled "FTD Adds
vices, his approach comes off as
Operators to Handle Calls for A ower
exploitive and slightly offensive.
Orders in Memory of Princess Diana" (Chicago, PR Perhaps if you visit the good doctor you can get a disNewswire) was also somewhat newsworthy, the count if you' re a voyeur and grief stricken.
objective of any serious press release. Apparently,
I' ve saved the most absurd for last. Reverend Billy
FTD added customer service representatives in order Graham thinks " ... the tragedy should remind us
to process the international orders for the funeral in . again of how fragile life is, and how we should each
London.
be Teady to enter eternity and meet God at any
On the other hand, there were several releases that moment." (Minneapolis, PR Newswire)
took me by surprise. From the PR Newswire in
I pondered this profound thought for 30 seconds
Chicago cllJlle "American Physicians Mourn Death or so, and realized my mother was right all along:
of Princess Diana". In one fell swoop, the AMA You never know what's going to happen, so be sure
managed to express their sadness and remind readers to wear clean underwear. Thank you, Reverend
of their link to Princess Diana's campaign for a Graham, you' ve helped me to see the light.

DPS DEATH
UNCOVERS HIDDEN
AGENDAS

Quit buggin' me!
Attention Building Services. . . the Wabash Building needs
to be closed and sealed so a giant bug bomb can get rid of the
school's latest visitors.
Late Thursday and all day Friday, Columbia was invaded by
millions of six-legged fly ing creatures. Now while the administration fully supports the open admission policy, I have a problem with the latest influx of buggy pupils.
As early as last Thursday, the pests had made it to the area
around Congress Parkway and Dearborn. By Friday, you could
not escape the annoying pests.
Every time I turned around, there was another one buzzing
around my head, taunting me. Of course I did not stand for that
and killed a few of them. Services have not been planned yet.
After a walk through the building, I found that the bugs were
limited to the second floor of the Wabash building.
But this may only be the beginning. Across the south loop
area, sightings have been numerous.
When The Chronicle ordered grub Friday, Jim Sulski, faculty advisor and credit card bearer, told me of the poor guy on the
other end of the phone and how he was constantly swatting at
the bugs.
· "He sounded like Homer Simpson," Sulski said.
It seems that the office of our Editor-in-Chief is a favorite
hangout for many in the flying hoard. At one point she came
screaming out of her Fortress of Solitude because a dozen or so
had taken up residence under assorted papers which were strewn
across her desk.
When one of our staff members started to swat at the flying
ants with a baseball bat, the critters seemed to just move around
even faster, escaping the fury of the Louisville Slugger.
At about 7:30p.m., I decided to take a look around the building to see if other floors had been encroashed upon by the bugs.
I headed downstairs first to the security desk. I was told there
were no complaints about bugs, but that the exterminator would
be told about it. ..
·
Apparently he visits the school every Monday.
I then took an elevator to the tenth floor to see if ther~, were
any invaders setting up shop. They had not arrived there.
Then to the eighth floor, The Chronicle's old stomping
.
grounds. Again, no sig~ of the bugs.
A jog down the stairs to the seventh floor.... still no .bugs. I
begin to wonder if there was some sort of consp1racy agamst the
press and the bugs. Is their PR drone unhapp.y with coverage?
Final stop fifth floor. Not one flymg pest 1~ s1ght.
In disgust I headed back to the office on the .second floor, o r
the hive I think either term could be used. I s1t down to wnte
this and try very hard to ignore them. Buzzing around.
Annoying me.
A few hours later...
It seems that the bugs did not enjoy the surroundings here at
The Chronicle and Columbia. They have vacated the area.
Maybe it's just a rest. Maybe they all go to sleep at 9 p.m., like
all the other good little bugs.
Hopefully they won't wake up.
I hope that this does not offend anyone. Bugs are great and
all, but when they are annoying me, well, they should be k1lled!
A few moments pass...
A few stragglers are buzzing around the room.
Then a break!
An update from the magnificent mile, our News Editor,
James Boozer, informs me that Crate & Barrel has been over run
by these pesty little flying ants. James suggests the store should
be renamed Crate & Bugs.
If this continues, the entire city and surrounding area could
be overrun with flying ants.
.
The ensuing team coverage by the N1ght Team and
JetCopters will be stupendous!
Live shots from Ace Hardware ... the empty shelves of bug
spray in the back ground as some chump describes the scene for
the Newschannel.
I don't know what is more annoying, the bugs or the "team
coverage."

l~'lli
F-' ' tor. W'!dlites1:1av
K sions. !'lease
"major. Letters ~
mailed to Chro.n96@ interaccess.com,
to 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 2.05, Chicago, IL ·
60605 or posted on the Chronicle's interactive
forum located at
http://www.S.interaccess.com/chronicle

Other points of view
We're ''fit to print"
Editorial Board
Iowa State Daily

The New York Times published a story Sept. 22
about tiny Ames, Iowa. It wasn' t about Veishea or
Catt Hall. It was about the legal battle between the
Iowa State Daily Publication Board and the Ames
Daily Tribune.
Last spring, the Daily was found to be a "governmental body" and subject to the Iowa Open
Records and Open Meetings law. The Tribune sued
the Daily for not opening up all the documents the
Tribune requested.
The Tribune claimed they wanted access to the
Daily's records because the Daily was unfairly
competi ng in advertising and distribution in Ames.
Although the Daily lost the suit, the judge said
the Daily acted in "good faith" with the law, and
thus, was not liable to pay the Tribune's legal fees,
which amounted to nearly $135,000. The Tribune
has appealed the judge's decision.
Citing unfair distribution, the Tribune's editor,
Michael Gartner, filed a lawsuit against the university this summer. ISU created a review of the
alleged unfair competition, but the Tribune refused
the review format, thus, postponing the review.
Again, the Tribune has asked for the Daily to
supply records, but the Daily argues that it has
changed its status from an arm of a public university. However,
.
. get
1 n ' t qUite
The New y,ork Ti1mes d"d
their story right.
Factual errors in the Times' story included naming the wrong adviser for the Daily, both this year
and last year, and giving the wrong monetary
amount for student fees. The Times article stated
that the Daily receives $ 100,000 each year from
student fees, when in reality we received $75,000
from students.
But putting these errors aside, let's get down to
the brunt of the article, which is the lawsuit between
the Daily and the Ames Daily Tribune.
We think former Daily faculty adviser Thomas
Beell summed it up eloquently by calling Gartner

and Gary Gerlach, publisher of the Tribune, "corporate thugs."
These two men, pan owners of the Tribune, have
suggested that the Iowa State Daily restrict their
news coverage and advertising to campus and the
Campustown area.
Now let's think about this for a second.
What population of students live, shop and work
off campus?
ISU students make up almost half of the Ames
community. Limiting the student ad reps at the
Daily to only seek advertising from the campus area
is ridiculous.
If the majority of our readers live or shop off
campus, then we should be able to run news and
advertisements in the student paper about where the
students go and spend their money.
Speaking of readership, the "corporate thugs" of
the Tribune have reduced the Daily's circulation.
The Daily used to be circulated all over Ames, but
now it can only be distributed on campus and the
immediate surroundings.
By now many of you may be asking why this is
going on.
Why would Gartner, a former editor of The Des
Moines Register, former president of NBC News,
Pulitzer Prize winner and a lawyer buy and become
editor of a small 8,000 circulation, black-and- white
newspaper?·
It could be because he truly wanted the Ames
community to have a quality newspaper.
It could be that he is a really big Cyclone fan and
.
.
wanted to be a pan of the action.
But we don' t think so. The true answer 1s qu1te
simple: he wanted to get mo' money, mo' money
and mo' money.
The minute they get a little competition from the
campus newspaper they go to. the courts with their
tails between their legs like some corporate dogs.
In the Times article Gartner siates: "I love the
kids at the Daily. I teach over there, I give them an
enormous amount of my time and I want to see
them succeed. I j ust don' t want them to stab me in
my back when I put out my paper and sell my ads."
Well Mr. Gartner, show us the love, because we
haven't seen it yet.
You decide who's stabbing who in the back.
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REGISTER THIS
After suffering through registration as
a freshman I vowed never to do so again
and quickly declared an erroneous major
- midwifery I believe- in order to qualify for early registration.
Registration last year cut deep psychic
wounds into my soul : the endless, forced
marches down infinite corridors, the damp
air and rank smell of the registration
rooms/holding pens, packed in like cattle,
three or four hundred of us to a car with
just an overflowing, putrescent pot to piss
in and one granite-like crust of bread,
which we would pass around and rake
with our teeth in the hope that some small
crumbs might fleck off and form a meager
mush on trembling tongues. Oh, wait,
that's Dr. Zhivago. Sorry.

0 P I :\ I 0 :\ I P II 0 T 0
Anyway, registration was similarly
inhumane and horrible so you can understand my thoughts of suicide when I realized that through my expert incompetence
I'd managed to miss the early registration
deadline. I had a little help though. I never
received any mail regarding early registration from Columbia, and a certain
unnamed, accursed professor offered to
register me personally in his office, only
to inform me when I arrived on the
appointed date that registration had ended
the previous day. "Oh well", he chipped
glibly. Indeed.
And so a recent late September morning found me crying into my coffee and
thumbing dejectedly through a Columbia
course catalogue in a vain effort to find a
few courses that hadn't filled up yet.
"Children's Book Illustration", I proposed
miserably, "maybe that's still open."
"What, do you want to go back to jail",
my friend Rodney snapped from across
the table. "Well, I don't think there's any
actual children involved." "Close
enough," he warned, "children warp visibly in your presence; you might melt one
with one of your stories." "Hmn ..." "At
least you're not registering last", he consoled me, then quickly corrected himself,
"wait, you register on the 19th! You are
going last! A Ha, a Ha, a Ha, Ha, Ha,
Ha-moron. As you probably know the
order of registration is determined quasialphabeticall y according to your last
name. For the 19th of September, the last
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day of conliruing students registration,
the registration ordel" reads: R. S, T, U, V,
X, Y, Z...w. WI! I bave Ibis deeply rooccd,
paranoid belief that God is trying to get
me. Or rather-and perbaps less· selfaggrandizing-be's already got me, and
now he's toying with me for his sadistic
amusement. I'm sure I'm not the only one
he visits with this "special attention," but
I'm probably one of his favorites because
the rise he gets out of me is almost certainly visible from heaven. Incidences like
this schedule thing go a long way toward
cementing my delusions(?) and hastening
what's surely, in the end anyway, my
inevitable committal to a mental institution.
Before registering I had to clear up a
fine I' d incurred for failing to vaccinate
myself against all manner of alarming
viruses and bacteria-which, incidentally,
are still flowing unimpeded from one of
my nasty, spurting orifices into your
bloodstream-so I headed first for the
Cashier's window. "Sorry, but you'll have
to go to the Bursar's office to get that
bill", the cashier informed after an eons
long wait in line. This roundaboutness
surprised me. I figured if a nine-month
delinquent student showed up to pay his
bill, collection would be swift and merciless, bars snapping over the windows, an
evil looking man stepping out suddenly
from the shadows. " Hello Samuel, I'm
Mr. Castrater, the ba-er, bills collector. I
believe you have something for us?"

Fools, they don' t lmow I'm a eunuch.
Finally, after waiting IIIOtber geoention
at the Bursar's, I bepn regiltnltioo In
earnest.•• and finished up just a abort couple of weeks later, ~ clirty IIIII
unshaven from the Wabuh building, a
few minutes late for the start of my first
"Menswear" class. Most of the stress and
confusion of registration resulted from the
towering sheaf of prettily colored papc:n it
was insisted we carry from stalioo to station:
''May I see your pink sheet pleue?"
"Uhm (much fumbling) ..•here it is."
"No honey, that's more of a blushing red.
I need your pink sheet; it goes with your
aqua transcript-part of this year's pastels
motif."
"Oh .... "
"On second thought I don't think pink's
your color."
"No?"
"No. Definitely not. It's your eyes, they
clash."
"So should 1... ·
"God what a hideous color! How do you
wear anything?"
" I' m sorry."
''Tell you what, try something in muave,
then get back to me."
A few hours of that and I felt like cramming all those eye-catching documents
where I oughtn' t and parading about the
registration hall like a majestic peacock.
But I refrained.

Face Value

Wendy Faucher
Music
Sophomore

"It begins at the year
2000."

"It's starting now with
technology, people, fashion, with people more
open with issues and
styles of music."

Christina Finley
Rim
Transfer

"When reople stop
being sel centered."

Kevin Eipperson
Rim
Junior

"2013. Because everything is messed up so it's
behind."
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I once had a co-worker accuse me of
having a school-girl crush on her
boyfriend. I did have a crush on her
boyfriend, but at -the time I didn' t see it
that way. I denied it. I said "No, I never
had a crush on Bobby," which was a baldfaced lie. I did, in fact, have a major crush
on Bobby and was hoping to develop a
relationship with him (or relations) as
soon as he left her.
I lied to the girlfriend for two reasons:
I) she was tougher than me and would
have left scars; and 2) because I didn't
like the way she phrased the sentence "I
know you used to have a little school-girl
crush on my Bo.bby."
A school-girl crush? What was she,
nuts? It wasn't a school-girl crush, it was
meant to be. I knew it. He knew it.
As soon as he was through playing
games, he would come running into my
open arms and we would live happily
ever after, laughing about the days when
he was into "ghetto girls" like her.
I remember school-girl crushes- ! had
one every school year through 12th
grade. I also remember not "hooking-up"
with any of those guys.
Often, in those days, I found myself
wondering why I had these feelings. Why
there was always o ne special guy that I
was willing to give my heart to? I
assumed that would all end once I
reached adulthood.
Oh. but that would have made my life
too easy. As an adult, I've had many a
crush. And I've been "crushed" by most
of them .
And I know I' m not the only one.
Many of you go through the same thing,

I'm sure.
How is it that we just
decide for someone else that
they're the one? How do we
convince ourselves that even
married,
though
they' re
"involved," or just plain not
interested, this one person is
all we need to make our lives
complete?
I have gone so far as to plan
weddings (yes, weddings) and
name unborn children. And I
refuse to let myself believe
that it won 't happen.
So, shou ld I give up on these "schoolgirl crushes"? I don 't think so. It 's not all
that unhealthy. It 's nice sometimes, when
my real love life isn't going so well, to
have someone to fantasi7..e about, to have
something to wish for, a reason to comb
my hair.
Admittedly, planning weddings and
naming unborn children isn't the best
way to deal with strong feelings toward
someone who is unavailable or uninterested. But, that 's where my fantasies go.
Maybe yours go another way.
When I think back to my crush on
Bobby,and all the others, I have to laugh
at myself. They were not guys I'd want.to
be with now. These are guys who had one
th ing I wanted at the time. Most of these
guys, I must admit, were pretty good
looking and I wanted to be the mother of
their beautiful children. Often these
crushes developed through frie ndships
that I misinterpreted.
Let me tell you that the best way to
embarrass yourself is to verbally let that
person know how you feel. But sometimes it helps the situation. You can save
a friendship, clear-up any misunderstood
gestures of affection and sometimes,
actually develop a romantic relationship.
Believe me, it can happen . I haven't been
crushed by all my crushes, just most of
them. But I haven' t given up yet. I know
I' ll have crushes as long as I can deal
with rejection . And, maybe someday it' ll
work out for me- maybe. And maybe
frogs will ny out of my butt and dance a
j ig around the room.
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YOU DEMAND POWER
SPEED, AND MOBILITY:

save another

Sso

cash bKk*

Color StyteWrfter" 4500
Now$3'5"" - - .

$300
cash back*
Power Madntosh• 6500/250
32/4GB/12XCD/Multlpte San 15AV
l 2/Zip Drfve/Elh<rqot/l(bd
Now $2,341 (or $.Wmonlti).. -11

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?

$200
PoweJ'IIo!lk.1400CS/133

cash back*

16hGB/8XCDI\2/>L3" OSTN display
Now km (ar $~--

Now Is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
Because In addition to getting the computer that lets you do more than
you can imagine, you can save big time. For a limited time, students
are eligible for special cash rebates.
"This Is a Umlted time rebate coupon of r.r. C.U Apple C.mpus Direct
at 8oo.877-4433 ext. 753 for complete details.

AppleCampusDirect

1800 877-4433

24 hcM.n a day, 7 day8 a week

Power Madntosh• 5400/ s&o
16/1.2GB/8XCD/8ullt·ln dlsplay/kbd
Now $1,557 (or $~.. - - 1 1

cash back*
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'Kiss' this one goodbye
By Jerry LaBoy
Copy Editor

When asked what was unique about the
suspenseful thriller "Kiss the G irls", its
young and untested Director Gary Fleder
("Things To Do in Denver When You're
Dead") replied, "I did not want this film to
have a sense of gloom and doom." He
achieves that with this fi lm, but by doing
so he fails to deliver a film with much, if
any, s uspense. What is delivered is a very
boring (but not g loomy!) film that had me
checking my
watch every
ten minutes or
so.
The
plot
starts
to
unravel
in
Was hington
D.C.
where
M o rgan
Freeman plays
Alex C ross, a
psypolice
chologist. He
returns from a
police s tandoff one night
to find out that his niece has been kidnapped while attending college in North
Carolina. Feeling that he must do something, he travels to the college and find s
the campus police doing very little to find
her. It seems she is one of eight girls that
have been kidnapped rece ntly and the
police have only one clue: a note from the
killer who calls himself Casanova. Only
two bodies have been found and Cross

eventually detennines that Casanova isn't
killing these girls, he is collecting them.
(This is the only original idea in this film
and it is revealed too early in the fi lm.)
Soon another girl, Kate Mctiernan, played
by Ashley Judd ("Heat, Ruby in
Paradise"), is kidnaped and escapes
Casanova's lair. Cross eventually teams up
· with her and they attempt to find the killer.
The failures of this film aren't entirely
Fleder 's fault. The main problems seem to
be in the generic script by David Klass,
which is based on the best-selling(?) novel
by James Patterson. It
fails to develop the
lead, o r any other,
characters past their
surface emotions and
wants. Even the horribly misplaced beginning dialogue, when
the killer tells hi s
story of why he does
these terrible crimes,
seems to make him
less interesting. It
hurts the audience's
response to the character because the
mystery of why he
does what he does is lost. He has become
less interesting and scary by telling us his
reasons.
The film does look less morbid than it's
similarly-themed predecessors "Seven"
and "The Silence of the Lambs." The
problem is that Fleder and cinematograph·
er Aaron Schneider fail to create any particular use of lighting to set the mood within the various settings--forests, "dungeon-

By Eileen La Valle
Copy Editor

If the o utside o f Liquid Kitty was any indication
of the ambiance inside, I wou ld have taken it as
your typical bar.
It however, is
not your run of
the mill bar:
Approaching
the 6'6 s tudl y
bouncer, I knew
I was in for a
treat.
special
I
However,
won't spend too
much time o n
the
bouncer,
because he wasn' t willing to
spend too much
time o n me.
Immediately,
no ticed
a
C hr onic l e
staffer annihilated at
the bar. Annihilation is
easy at Liquid Kitty,
due to the tasty selectio n of over-poured
drinks. The eccentric
decor is one o f the
things that remained in
my blurred mind,
which spun like the
.
.
,
lava lamps from the Blatr Frednck!Chromcle j
ceili ng. From round
aquarium fish bowls hanging on the ceiling to plus h
red couches surro unded by funky spiraled carpeting
and walls, this bar has a unique atmosphere. ·
The juke box has a decent selection of songs on
compact disc that range from retro disco to hip-hop.
Even the bathrooms make a great place to throw-up
in, according to my frie nd .
For a slightly more mellow scene, you can kick
it upstairs in a lounge area complete with two pool
tables and couches. Or there is the adjoining movie

I

Ashley Judd (left) and Morgan Freeman are on the trail of a killer who "collects"
his victims in "Kiss the Girls," which opened last week nationwide.
like" lairs and other areas. They're all
rather bland and awkwardly lit. This is
especially true for the killer's lair which is
so full of candles that it looks like an
Italian restaurant. This dramatically hurts
the tension within the many different
locales, and inevitably the film itself.
One scene that does work and creates
the one mildly suspenseful moment is the
abduction of Kate Mctiernan. To create
tension in the scene Fleder uses not moody
lighting or music, but extremely. unnerving
and very uncomfortable camera angles.
This technique was very well done, yet it
happens only this one time and that is
twenty minutes into the movie. For the last

bar Celluloid, which shows cult flicks and indepen·
dent films. Celluloid is the perfect make-out place
as Merna Ayi d iscovered, creating her own little
love loft. There is a bar in the theater and cocktail
tables facing the large screen. All movies are FREE,
except on Fri. and
Sat., when there is a
$7 cover for bo th
Liquid
Kitty and
Celluloid. Beware!
Fridays
and
Saturdays tend to have
a more s uburbanite
yuppy clientele than
the rest of the week.
For a place that doesn't use too much of a
big marketing ploy
Liquid Kitty did
more than I ,200
covers, when they
opened two months
ago. They're definitely cool places
to check out.
Liquid Kitty and
Celluloid are local·
ed at 1805 & 1807
W. Division.

hour and forty minutes the only real s uspense was whether Fleder was going to use
this technique again. Unfortunately, he ·
doesn't. He has made one other critically
acclaimed feature and some award-winning cable episodic work, but he has taken
a definite step back with this uninspired,
droll film.
The main problems with this film aren't
exactly the fault of its young director
Fleder, but he may suffer the most if this
film fails. He worked so hard to avoid the
"gloom and doom" on-screen, yet this film
may bring his career some "gloom and
doom" of its own off-screen.

Current
Release
In

AT THEATERS

Wes Craven's Wishmaster
Full of convoluted mythology that only gets in the
way of an already thin plot. Laced with overdone
special effects and insulting violence, this movie fails
miserably on all accounts. Horror fans looking for
an October scarefest are better off renting a classic.

L.A. Confidential
Not tearing up the box office, but the best movie
out right now. Cop drama has it all, and makes you
think.

ON VIDEO

Liar, Liar
This is a role made for Jim Carrey. Very funny at
first, but gets old as the movie goes on. What Carrey
movie doesn't? Nonetheless, good for many laughs.

Volcano vs. Dante's Peak
It's the battle of volcano films. Box office smash
'Peak' against the dormant 'Volcano.' Tommy Lee
Jones couldn't stop the latter from being critically
lambasted, while ' Peak'. managed a half-way decent
story to go along with its outstanding effects.
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+$8/Hour
+ No Weekend Work
+ 3-5 Hours Per Day (Mon-Fri)
+ Comprehensive Medical Package
+ Stock Participation
.
+ Employee Owned Company
Call toll free 1·888·4UPS·JOB
Acc:MI!;Ode: 4417
24 hours a day - 7 days a week
1-a~H87·7562

Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1-55 & 1-294) Addison, Palatine,
Northbrook & Westmont

http://www.ups.com
~

YIURIONG FOR STUDENTS WHO V«>RK FOR US.

~~!~0~1~
_.......

United Parcel Service has part-time
loader and unloader positions available.

+

$8/Hour

+ No Weekend Work

+ 3-5 Hours Per Day (Mon-Fri)
+ Comprehensive Medical Package
+ Stock Participation + Employee Owned Cor'0pany
Call toll free 1·888·4UPS·JOB
24 hours a day - 7 days a week

1-8118-487-7562 Accesscode:4417

Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1-55 & 1-294)
Addison, Palatine, Northbrook & Westmont
~

http://www.ups.com

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
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Guaranteed Low Prices Every Day!
Five Star
Notebook

rTead

• 150 sheets
• College ruled

• 500 sheets
• Premium inkjet paper

List Pnce $6 65
0601-0130

0602-5623
List Pnce $12.99

sg~~
OlfceMax Ever/daY Low Pnce
01f~eMax

Everyday Low Prce

• 25-channel auto scan
• 10-number memory
capability
• Page/find feature
• 14-day Long Life
battery

Dr. Grip Pen
• Cush1on grip
• Helps reduce gripp1ng
power to relieve fatigue
• Black or blue 1nk
1001 -3807
1010-1249

L•st Price $8 95

$599
OlficeMax Everyday Low Pnce

Office Task Chair
•
•
•
•

Oversized seat
Pneumatic height adjustment
Seat: 16" X 16" X 1-1/2"
Back: 15" x 10- 1/2"

0101-1835 Black
0101- 1826 Gray

• 600 X 600 OPI

1404-4884

LISt Price $169.00

Office Editions
"L" Workcenter

Crate-A-File
• Includes Quick F•le
and 2 Tech Files
• Holds letter-s1ze
hang•ng files
0310-0021

••

::~~~=~~~

• Melam1ne
surfaces
• Scratchresistant
• Pull-out
keyboard

sgggg

0120·1 416

OlfceMax Everyday Low Pnce

sagsg
0202-1378

• Prints up to
3.5 pages per
minute

• 32KB memory
• Good for algebra and calculus
• Advanced statistics and finance
L•st Pnce $130.00

~:'Y

OlficeMax Everyday Low Pnce

Neat Ideas
Wire Cube
• Four cube set
• Sturdy w~re grid
construCtiOn

Graphing
Calculator

0201-8 131

Gray/Black
0120-1425 Whore

Model
OXC610

OlficeMax Everyday Low Price

.-nrwwcs. 1!f:i;l~'

Model
OTI·83
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· Calendar ©f [vents
Columbia:
Virtu: Homage to Physics Artisans at Fermilab
An exhibition ofscientifiC objects from various experiments

The Music: and Mind of Bacb
Johann Sebastian Bach s handwrillen scores, personallv
annotated Bible, original manuscripts and more. ·
September !!-November 15

at Fennilab in Batavia, IL
Columbia College Art Gallery, lith St. Campus, 72 E. I I th
St.
September 29-November 20
FREE. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
312-663-5554
Family and Friends
A group exhibit that captures the faces and images of the
people we best know in our lives.
Columbia College Chicago's Museum of Contemporary
Photography,
600 S. Michigan Ave.
September 6-November I
FREE. Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Thursday 10 a.m.8 p.m., Saturday, noon-5 p.m.
312-663-5554

The Anti-Archival Show
Art that comments on, incorporates, investigates or flaunts.
the issues of preservation, decay and the cultural values
. which cause us to al/emptto f end off the demise ofobjects.
Columbia College Center for Book and Paper Ans, 218 S.
Wabash Ave., 7th floor.
September 19-0ctober 31
FREE. Monday-Friday, I0 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturdays, I0 a.m.1 p.m.
312-431-861 2
GuUty

CD release and live show.
Chicago's only /0 piece electric crossover band,
featuring Columbia grad and teachers.
Lyons Brewing Company
7905 W. Odgen Ave., Lyons, IL.
October II, 10 p.m.- 2 a.m.
(888) 928-1431
Tribal Crossing upcoming shows
All origi114j rock band featuring Columbia
students ·
Bedrocks Jam Cave
2125 W. Roscoe
October II, 9 p.m.
(312) 404-1700
The Cue Club
2833 N. Sheffield
October 17,9 p.m.
(773) 477-3661
The Journey, Life Gets in the Way of Art
Screening of an award-winning cross-cultural
comedy/drama f eaturing Columbia grad Bets)• (Hinkle)
·
Zajko.
Cineplex Odeon, 600 N. Michigan Ave.
October II at 5 p.m., October 12 at 3: 15 p.m.
Ph.ilobolus Dance Theatre
American dance compa11y known for its urwsual mix of
physicality, humor. and invention.
Fennilab's Ramsey Auditorium
October II , 8 p,m,
$21
630-840-ans

City Stuff:
Dance Africa Chicago '97
Caribbean Connections
Muntu Dance Theatre of Chicago
Preview perfomuma
Museum of Contemporary An, 220 E. Chicago Ave.
October II , 2-3 p.m.
FREE
The Oktoberfest of Comedy
Presented by Chicago Comedy Works
Bop Shop - Inside Cleopatra's Lounge, 1146 S. Wabash
October 12, 5 p.m.

$5
(3 12) 409-2181
Exhibits at The Newberry Library, 60 W. Walton St.
FREE. Monday, Friday, Saturday. 8:15 a.m.-5:30 p.m.;
Tuesday-Thursday. 8: 15 a.m.-7:30p.m.
312-255-3553:
Exploration '97
The AnnUGI Chicago Calligraphy Collective Juried
Exhibition
September 20-0ctober 18

Marian
Feature debut by Czech director Petr Vaclav which tells the
story of a young Romany buy who falls victim to the prejudices against his culture, spending a lifetime in captivity.
Facets Multimedia, Inc., 1517 W. Fullenon Ave.
October 6-9, at 7 & 9 p.m.
(773) 281 -4 114
Films at The Film Center, School of the Art Institute,
Columbus Drive at Jackson Boulevard
$6 general admission, $3 for Film Center members.
312-443-3737, 312-443-3733:
The Wild One (1954)
Directed by LAslo Benedek
October 7, 6 p.m.
Jailhouse Rock (1957)
Directed by Richard Thorpe
October 14, 6 p.m.
None Shall Escape (1944)
Directed by Andre de Troth
October 9 at 7:30p.m., October 10 at 6 p.m.
Ramrod (1947)
Directed by Andre de Troth
October 10 at 7:45p.m., October II at 2 p.m.
Pitfall (1948)
Directed by Andre de Troth
October II at 4 p.m., October 12 at 2 p.m.

Plays:
The Shadow Box
Wrillen by Michael Cristofer. Directed by
Stephen A. Sonat
Founh Wall Productions, 4300 N. Narragansett
September 26-0ctober 25
Thursdays, Fridays at 7:30 p.m.,
Saturdays at 2 & 7:30p.m.
$10 adults, $8 students/seniors
773-481-8535
Sheila's Instant Odyssey
An improvised play in two acts.
Strawdog Theatre, 3829 N. Broadway
October 7 - November 25
Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
$8
(773) 275-3625
Othello
By William Shakespeare, Directed by Jean Adamak
Footsteps Theatre Co., 5230 N. Clark St.
September 5-0ctober 26
Fridays, Saturdays at 8 p.m., Sundays at 2 p.m.
$ 14 adults, $10 students/seniors
773-878-4840
Babes With Blades
An all-female stage combat showcase.
Footsteps Theatre Co., 5230 N. Clark St.
October 6-December 22
Sundays, Mondays at 8 p.m.
$ 10
773-878-4840
"Whitney Houston, We Have a Pr"blem!"
A sketch-comedy revue featuring gay, lesbia11, bisexUGl,

and straight improvisors which focuses on gav and
lesbian themes.
·
The Second City, 1616 N. Well s in Piper 's Alley
OSeptcmber 16-0ctober 18
Fridays, Saturdays at 8 p.m.
$ 10
3 12-337-3992
The Compleat Works of Wllm Shkspr (Abridged)
A three-man comic romp through all 37 of Shakespeare s
plays.
The Theatre Building. 1225 W. Belmont
October 6-December 9
773-327-5252
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UI bookstore
reaches out to
21st Century
By Chuck Jordan
Opinion Editor

For the first time, Planet Hollywood, Lettuce
Entenain You and MTY have come together with
Shakespeare, the Internet and the theory of relativity.
These arc all clements of a dramatic retail
depanure from the traditional experience of purchaseing college textbooks was introduced in
August at the University of Illinois at ChampaignUrbana by Follett College Stores, which operators
over 500 College stores in Columbia's bookstore.
Called Follc2tt [energy squared]. this $4 miilion, 20,000-square foot, three-story structure will
offer
curriculum-centered
merchandising
"worlds," a two-story video "cyberwall," an instore cafe, internet computer stations, publishing
services, music, software - and books.
Most dramatic of all is that Follett will use this
enhanced retail environment as a "working laboratory" to continually test and/or introduce new trailing techniques, products and services that can be
selectively taken to its 550 stores nationwide. In
addition, the Follc2tt [energy squared] model, in
its entirety, will be available to the college and university market.
"The student population is always among the
first to notice, seek out and be influenced by
what's new - from fashion to entertainment but panicularly in retaili ng," said Jim Baumann,
president of Follett College Stores, and the driving
force behind the new concept.
"With the significant changes our society has
undergone in how we get our own infonnation,
and even the way we Jearn from life's experiences,
we felt that it was time to address the college book
store environment to ensure that it continues to
play a vital role in a student's overall educational
experience."
Follett [energy squared] pulls together clements
from the student union, library, computer center,
and dining hall, and combines them with the multimedia, multi-stimuli experiences of daily life to
produce an intriguing destination for students to
shop, eat, socialize, and secure a wide range of
products and services.
The experience begins with the overall design
of the store, one of the largest Follett locations.
The ultra-modern exterior design beckons custome rs with a two-story glass and e xposed
entrance marked with bands of neon.
Similarly, the interior design and fl oor plan is
designed to draw the visitor into and through the
various store components through a mix of signage
and merchandising.
"With the visual experience so excitingly different, it's easy to overlook the fact that Folle2tt
[energy squared] actually offers a more sophisti cated and comprehensive focus on academics than
any other college store design to date," notes
Baumann.
In fact, Follett expects the new concept store to
double gross sales within the first year.
Inside the store, the curriculum-centered merchandising strategy is to group all items related to
an academic discipline in one location, which
helps students find all that they may need in one
place.
This also allows for providing a more expanded
product inventory.
The central focal point and social gathering
pl ace is a 20' by 30' "cyberwall" that shows a vari·
ety of entertainment, spon s and educat ional broaddcasting.
Additionally, at the base of the video wall, tow
2' by 4' rectangular electronic message boards
provice an information exchange center for students to list notices such as "for sale" and "ride
needed."
Internet stati ons arc strategically located
throughout the store to provide students easy
access to information for research and recreation.
Free, unlimited Internet access is offered at all terminals.
Students can also test and purchase computer
hardware and software in the computer sales area.
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FREE TICKETS!

9 ~ECTlONS
SPONSORED IN PART BY

THE HOKIN CENTER

October 24 - 26, 1997

Pick up TICKETS at Cashier's window
600 S. Michigan Avenue , 5th Floor
OCTOBER 20-24, UNTIL TICKETS ARE GONE
8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

for more info.
312.663.1600 est.7696
Valid Fall '97 1.0 . required

ONE (1) per student
Students Only!!

LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE, FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
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Hokin Student
Advisory Board

The

is now accepting and reviewing applications for
the 97-98 school year. Comprised of a student
· representative from each academic department,
the Hokin Advisory Board oversees the budget,
policies, and procedures of the Hokin Center.

ENHANCE YOUR LEADERSHIP SKILLS!
SERVE YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS!
GET INVOLVEDI

....
.

laP lila-.
.

•Have lllld - - . . . . .
•llvlll. , •• CIIIIIIIIIIBd
•Ba
6-10 .... 111111111
The Hokin Center is a Multi-Media Arts Center,
created by a need for students to have a forum to exhibit and perform their work.

Pick up an application in the
Hokin Center Office 623 s. Wabash Building,
1st floor, or call 663-1600 x7696.
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Exhibit captures faces, images of those we love the most
work affect people. When you look at one
of her photographs you have a sense that
the person with the special face is loved. If
Walking through The Museum of not loved by anyone else in the world, you
Contemporary
Photography
is realize that he or she is loved and will
like taking an incredible journey through a always be loved hy the photographer herland of visual emotions. "Family and self.
Friends.'' featuring
O ne of
color and black and
" Fa m i I y
white photography,
a
n
d
focuses on the everFriends"'
changing. yet eternal
grea te st
structure -- the human
accomrelationship between
p I i s h ments, in
family. friends, and
life.
addition to
The
exhibition
its innovawhich runs through
t i v e
design, is
Nov I features pieces
by professional phoits ability
tographers such as
to capture
Jeffrey Wolin, Nan
the univerGoldin, Judith Black,
sal. It proNicholas
Nixon,
jects the
Donna
Ferrato,
fee I in g s
and charRobert Rasnick and
many others.
acters that
One of the most =--:---,,----.,..-~...-....,..-...,-=;;-=-....--.., all of us
collech a v e
fascinating
tions is by Nancy
e x peri Burson. Her hauntenced or
k n ow n ,
ingly beautiful collection called "Portraits" marks the way to collectively. It is for this reason that this
collection is so powerful.
the second Ooor.
Jeffrey Wolin's photographs entitled
Initially. Burson worked with digitally
altered or computer generated faces. Since Grandpa and Baby Brother, evoke a sunny
1991 she has been working with what s he smile from most viewers. It is hard not to
calls, "special faces" or faces that have grin while looking at Grandpa from the
been changed by time. disease or chance.
nose up, sticking his head out of a pool or
Bu rson's amazing work invites the watching baby brother standing on his
viewer to look deeply. There is much more head. claiming that he just wet his pants.
Nan Goldin's photographs make one
to consider than the misshaped or enlarged
skulls and sunken faces. As Michael Sand, feel as if he or she were intruding on the
author of an essay on "Portraits," ques· intimate, vulnerable times of a woman's
tions. " ... Is it that in the traces of cancer. like. There is a self-portrait of Goldin with
genct1c deformity, and disfigurement, we a black eye, and another entitled. "Self
can read the story of our own vulnerablilty.
Protrait in Bed with Siobhan."
our own potential for abnormality?"
Judith Black shows us a picture entitled
Th1s is exactly how Burson and her "Dylan. Jumped on the Street." Dylan

By Alexandra Milinkovich

CorT1!spondenl

peers up with a bitter, compelling look in
his eyes, one of them also black.
Nicholas Nixon gives us a sense of history and aging in his series 'The Brown
Sisters." Nixon documents the lives of the
four sisters throughout different stages of
life, from young adulthood to middle age.
The positions of the sisters are the same,
even though the scenery is different, giving the viewer a clear perception of how
women have changed.
Donna Ferrato seems to have used a
similar idea when creating her series
"Fanny." Ferrato documents the life of this
young woman from birth to young adulthood.
One of the most stunning displays of
creativity in the museum is the collection
by Robert Rasnick, entitled "RJR" and
"RMR." 11le two extremely large pho-

tographs ocupy one wall as you climb the
first flight of stairs. The protraits look as if
each man is in a prison, however, the
prison bars are made of rolls of film. 11le
display leaves a more striking impression
than if the protraits had stood alone.
"Family and Friends" gives viewers the
opportunity to remember, to feel and to reevaluate the relationships that bind us all
to hum~nity.

"Family and Friends'' will be on display until Nov. 1. at Tbe Museum of
Contemporary Photography 600 S
Michigan. The museum will be open
Mondays tbru Fridays from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Thursdays tbrougb 8 p.m. and
Saturdays from noon to 5 p.m. For more
Information, call31Z 6635554

Columbia grad finds crazy success
By Dawn Hendricks
Corrt:sporuknt

and MicbeUe S. DuFour
Fe01u"s Editor

Ten years ago it seemed so easy; A communications
degree from the Univers ity of Iowa, a few kids. and a s ub·
urban home complete
with a white· pickct
fence and a dog runnmg through the yard.
NOT' Somewhere
on the drive home
from her dormitory at
the Univef'ity of Iowa
and her fam1lie,·
horne m Country Club
Hil b an afnucnt
South Chicago \ uhurb
- L"a E. Finkle I<Klk
a dClWur and landed at
Columbia College.
At firM Li sa didn't
even
con;ide r
a
degree 1n broadca\ting. Now, >even years
and countless hour. of
free labor later, \he 1s
Li \a E., producer of the numhcr one rutcd afternoon
"Cra1.y Show," on IIJ7 .5 WCiC I , weekdays from 2 until (i
p.m.
After one year at the Un1vcrhlty of Iowa 1n I'JH5, Lisa's
grade. hcgan to fall . so she returned home and attended
South Suburban College fur another year. The 1nOuencc
of a fr1end then persuaded l'inkle to enroll at Columbia
and pur• ue her cluldh<xxl ac 1111~ drc:uns.
in theater, hut then reall'mk le ccmcentrated on a
ized that acting wa, not for her.
" It waA like a real life Noap open~," Finkle •11id. '"ll1e
pc<>ple were IIHJ dramatic ."
flinkle then changed her concentrution to nuJio and
tclevi ~ ion and fin ally felt ccunfortahle .
flar<Jid l.ee l<uxl1, a radio • how pnxlucer, wa• l'inkle'x

firs t radio instructor. Finkle remembers being greatly engineered the overnight hours by playing music along
influenced by his daily reality checks of life in the radio with the syndicated Larry King Show. This went on for
business. She decided that radio was the perfect outlet to two months. 11le station 's AM side closed and Finkle was
let go because of downsizing.
use her communication and interpersonal skills.
"Mr. Rush told it like it was and didn't give the
Diligence and perseverance were two key factors in
Cinderella version of things," Finkle said. "He gave the Finkle's advancement in ·radio. After she was fired as a
ups and downs and stressed that the hard work pays off." paid intern, Finkle kept in contact with the people she met
A few years into her major. at WGCI. Her hard work at the station paid off and Finkle
Finkle took Broadcast Speech proved herself as reliable and dependable.
Techniques I and II with Mary
A year and a half ago. Finkle began to work with
Berger. Finkle will always remcm- Howard McGee as the executive producer of the "Crazy
bcr Berger for teaching her to Show." She works hand in hand with McGee in the erespeak s tandard Engli sh for the ative direction of the show. Finkle handles contest winradio. Berger also helped Finkle ners. pulls music and commercials for play and creates
learn to 11cccpt people regardless of trivia questions and topics for the on-air contests. Finkle
nlso pulls newsworthy material and always has a celebriculture and cthniclly.
.. Shc made me learn to think ty guest on the show.
before I speak which is really
Although rndio keeps her very busy, Finkle still wants
important in live rudio," Finkle a house in the suburbs with a dog. Finkle also envisions
said.
herself as a successful deejay and producer of her own
Another o ne of Finkle's tcnch- show in thr future.
crs was Rot Y11ron who tnught her
Finkle's pnrcnts and family would prefer if she chosen
the 111s and outs
more conventi onal job that
o f a radio wntrnl
offers more stability than radio,
but she wouldn't dream of stopbo:ml..
While
at
ping now. She hosts parties.
Co lumbia, a fdnttends sporting events nnd gala
low
cl11ssmutc
celebrity functions all in the
told Pinkie nbout un internship 111
name of work. She f~-ols that has
WGC I, 11 lcx:ul wntemporury radio s tunmplc time for her fumily and
tion. ll1e stations AM side w11s nil talk
her rudio cnn:er.
at the time . !lccuusc of Finkle's know!Finkle ndmits thnt there nrc
edge of the control hoard, she got the
struggles thnt she comes ncross
joh.
in her work everyday. She won't
Finkle ohsc,.ed nnd learned everysett le for just sntisfnction.
thing she could about rndiu. She learned
Finkle nnd McGee creuto every
how 1<1 conduct remotes, 11nd us 11 result,
show us if it wns tho lust.
hccame the 11ssistunt engineer fnr the
"If ~ou renlly wtmt to do
J.J. Jncksun sports show.
somctlung, you hnvc to work at
Finkle worked the overnight shift nn
it," Finkle suid . "Staying unique
the AM side wi th Sybil WllkeM. During ;n=;;;:=n=;;:;:;;;;;=r:=r.:;;:;::r=:
nnd hnving fun nrc key clements
thiMtime Mhe filled in on the PM Kido ns
n~·llanc4!.1't for success in rildio."
1111 engi neer for Doug Bnnks nnd ulsn ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.;..._ _ _ _ ___,
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INVITE YOU TO ATTEND ASPECIAL SCREENING
PARKER

p

0

S E Y

Meet jackie 0 .
She's elegant, glamorous
and well bred.
When you've got it all,
·you can get away
with murder.

•MIRAMAX FilMS IUE.m SPELLING FilMS P!lmm
ABANDEIRA ENTERTAINMENT P!IOOUCTIOH AMARK WATERS Al.l4
PARKER POSEY JOSH HAMilTON TORI SPElliNG FREDDIE PRINZ~ JR.
AHD GENEVIEVE BUJOLD "THE HOUSE OF YW "'l\ROlFE KENT
= EDI GIGUERE oo... PAMELA MARTIN ~MICHAEl SPIUER
-~RON WECHSLER JEFFREY L DAVIDSON = ROBERT BERGER
~ BfAU FlYNN &STEfAN SIMCHOWITZ -!!J:'n~WENDY MAclEOD
Wll!IJtmMARK WATERS

. $.~:fr~iJt~__ ffi~~

~

'"' THE MIRAMAX CAFE "'" .,; .,.
hllp://www.miramax.com
,

llll1!llfl:ll!l"le

THE HILARIOUS HIT OF THE 1997 SUNDANCE FIL M FESTIVAL

Come to the new Columbia Chronicle Office, 623 South Wabash room 205, between Monday, O ctober 6
and Friday, October 10 to receive a pass (admit two) to an advance showing of the comedy,
"The House of Yes", at the Sony Theatres-Evanston, 1716 Central, next Tuesday, October 14, 7:30pm.
A limited number of passes are available on a first-come, first served basis. No purchase necessary and
employees of participating partners are ineligible.

"The House of Yes" opens in Chicago on Friday, October 17!

-

..
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SPORTS

~ara

on

~por~s

By Mi~hael Johnson

by Sara Willingham

Now I'm not talking about going out and starting
a football program. We don't have a place to play
and we don't have the money. But what about a basDuring my three years at Columbia, I have ketball team? Think about it, what do you really
always felt like something was missing from my need for a basketball team? You need a gym, a coucollege experience. I could never place my finger pte of basketballs, some uniforms, and twelve guys
on it until just a couple of weeks ago. I was at a who want to play. I know that there are at least I 2
friend's house for a party and I met this, guy, Steve. guys and 12 girls at Columbia who are interested in
He told me that he went to Prairie State College in playing basketball.
.
Chicago Heights.
So there you go, we have the fi rst men's and
Prairie Stale is a two-year commuter junior col· women's basketball teams at Columbia College. 1
lege. Last year, they started a spons program. They know some people think I have forgotten about one
have baseball, soccer, volleyball , and softball. I hidden cost....a coach. But at the club level you
started thinking about why Columbia couldn't have have player coaches. No extra money needed there.
a sports program. We wouldn't have to be a
OK, another example, volleyball. We still need a
Division I powerhouse like Notre Dame, but we gym to play and practice, a couple of volleyballs,
could offer our students a chance to panicipate in some uniforms, and twelve people to play on the
collegiate sports at the lower levels.
team. What about a soccer program? We need a
I have thought about this idea before, but I field, some balls, and the players.
thought that sports at Columbia wouldn 't work
All of these programs are low cost programs to
because it was mainly a commuter school. But run and I know the interest is there. We can start
through talking to a couple of people who go to small and see what happens.
other junior colleges in the Chicago area, I found
If there is student interest we can always branch
that a majority <if them offer some spons.
out into other sports like softball and baseball. Not
When I say that they offer sports, I don't mean only would the installment of a sports program at
that they offer classes in sports for college credit. Columbia make the current students happy, but we
They have real teams with real uniforms. Schools. would attract new students who wouldn't have conlike College of Dupagc, South Suburban, and sidered Columbia before.
Moraine Valley, all have spons programs.
I want to hear from you! Do you think that
But in order for these programs to work, you installing a sports program at Columbia is a good Or
need money. I know these things don't pay for bad idea?
·
themselves. But we could stan the programs on a
Either way I want to know what you think or if
club level. That way the school isn't paying for it, you have an idea for the Columbia mascot let me
the students who participate are paying to play.
know. Please keep them realistic. I don't want any
If the programs stan to become more and more sexual or otherwise disgusting mascots. So, e-mail
popular, the school could find a way to stan funding your ideas and comments to me at :
these programs. We all read in last week 's
mjohnson005@sprintmail.com.
Chronicle about the expansion of Columbia and all
I will print some of your ideas and comments in
the new facilities. Why not add another dimension next week's Chronicle. What about the Columbia
to our college? Sports!
College Fighting Commuters?

Correspondent

Wh.ile sitting on an ever-somonotonous Metra train ride to the
fru: Nonhwest suburbs, I became
engaged in n Bears-bashing conversation with a bunch of strangers (I
have a knack for doing thai). '
Of course, I heard the usual male
approach to every Chicago Bearsrelated dilemma: " Wannstedt should
do this...'' Or, "McCaskey should do
that.." You know how guys can be,
pathetic, know-it-all wannabes who
insist that they could do a better job
.
_; ,
. ·
than every coach, owner, and player-~ diiector in tbe
NFL. Some refer to them as arm: chair quarte.c:t>~. They're like
Wall Street Journal subsctibers'who over-analyze the government,
and naturally, have all the answers.
And then pure brilliance swept over me. lt was similar to what
Jerky Reinsdorf (no, that was not a typo) experienced moments
before he decided to give Bev' the boot II was sheer logic.
Ultimate common ·sense. If fans seem to know so damn much
about athletes and athletic organizations Oike the general public
knows about politics), then why don't we elect professional players and coaches in and out of office like we do for governmental
officials!
I can see it now... "Vote for Mirer, he's your man!" "Wanny for
Coach... five more years!" The same s moke that's blown up your
you-know-what every four yean; in November. Heck, if we pay
their salaries, then we ought to have some say...don ' t you think?
Our forefathers surely agreed with the concept. I think it's called
democracy.
Just envision this...the polls would be flooded with voters just
aching to slip their ballots into the boll.. Every last regular "Joe''
would know where and when to vote and bow to punch a -ballot
and who to vote for. It would be like a politician's wet-dream:
absolute panicipation from the public. I bet there would be a bet·
ter tum-out for a Major League Soccer head coach elections than
for the stinlcin • Presidency of the United States. An e!Cction for
team owners would surely result in polling-riots.·
It would be madness, but it would solve some major problems.
Actually, COD'!C to think of it, it might cause MORE tension. The
cooJntry would split into numerous panics. and constantly be at
each other's throats. Instead of the Democrats and Republicans.
we'd have the Ditlcas and tiJt Wannstedts. The Eticks and the
Ricks. The only universal party would be the McCaskey-ousters.
Also, SIJI!istically speaking, since there are more women walking this earth than men. it would be a definite that dirty-ole' Marv
AJbert would be history as far as NBC and MSG were concmled.
Hell, he'd probably be castrated by now. C'mon, Marv shouldn't
get his job back. no matter how much money he generated for the
networks. The thought of him standing there, aroused in silty lingerie minus the toupee, is far too nauseating. I'd rather listen to
Pee Wee Herman (another famous perven) broadcast the play-byplay for the Knicks. For the first time, I feel kinda sorry for New
Yorkers and their sickening NBA team .
Well , I could ramble on forever about this amazingly-intelligent ideology for elominating a large segment of the armchair
quanerback population, but you know how valuable space is to
picky editors. So I'll leave you with my first out·spolcen Bean
prediction. By the time you read thos, we' ll already know if I'm as
sman as I seem to be. I say Chicago's gonna ptck·up their first
"W'' against the Saints by three. I' ll go 17- 14, Bears (possibly in
OT).
See you next week.. ...

Bulls prepare for season:
Questions linger
Stnen.~m

the team, but sources say he i~
ex[lCCted to do so this week.
Alw , Scottoe l'tppcn's physical
The que\1 for a "xth NRA went on as scheduled Friday, but
champoorl.'lhip " underway for team ducton were tight lipped
The Hulls.
,._.,.,...,..,..,_.__.,,. on Ius cunditmn.
It wrll be the 1
The
fir.t
la\1 Journey for
cxluhitiun gnmc
Coach
Phtl
o l the '11-'JH sea·
and
son wtll be n
Jachon
•upcr athlete
home game for
the Dulls. The
M i c h a c I
Jordan.
Oct. I 0 gumc
Jordan rett·
will be pluyed 111
crated to the
the
United
preu on f'roday
C'cnter nguinst
that he wrll quot
the
Scuttle
Supcnonlcs.
when Ja~ hon
Munuxinx 1-Aaor

~

The
le:un
held thcor lr"t
11111111111( c~ mp l:o•t week wtth a
lew que•t Hm• at rllup 111 the uu.
At prcu time , • Oenn i•
kudm;on load •trll 11111 ••Y.IIed with

Why no sports at Columbia?
We want a cool mascot like other schools

Spt>rr.r Colrmonisr

By Robert
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the tcnm to 1(11
nil the wny 111111111
thi • ye111 nml •howed their SU(l·
IHIIt lu•t week when ticket• weut
ou aule for thl• Uf>elltninll •en·

•mo.

Sox look into the crystal .ball
Is a winning team on the south side an illusion?
By David Rawske
Corn-spmrdtnt

I'm sure those of you fewand·far-in·bctween White Sox
fans out there look as this title
and laugh.
Why wouldn 't you?
Let 's be honest. the White Sox
have not given us anything to
wntc home about in quite
some ttmc . Sure. the
I\194 campaogn was
cxcottng and had promise
to u. but I think ot 's tome
we got over the strike that
ended out race to the pen·
nant and concentrate on
getting one now. It seems
as though everybody in
Chicago thinks that the
lingering problem with
thos franchise is the own·
crshr p and management.
Sure, Bevington and
Reonsdorf arc no Ted
Tunoer nnd Bobby Cox
(Atl anta Braves), but
then ngnin, who ever
could be with the pitch·
ing talent they possess.
'lloc truth of the mutter
is that the real prohlcm
exists within the pluyers.
lluw can unybody be ns
critical to Reinsdorf
when he, in fnct, hns
munngcd tu keep The
Chkugo llulls, five- time
NIIA champions. ami unc uf the
greutcst tcums ever, tugcthcr in
this new cru uf "frce·ugcncy."
Nobody cun ever uccusc him of
being chcup nner going nut mod
signln~ Albert Ucllc to 11 .5-ycnr,
S5S mtlllon contruct. Not to men·
tlon picking up ex -Cub Jomlc
Nnvnrro for nothing but chumpchnnl(c. If this l~n't trying to buy
11 chnmplunahlp te11m, whut Is'/
And huw cnn he he hlumcd fur
the lnfummu deul ho atruck with
the Sun Pruncl.cn Olnuts n ~O il ·

pte months back when he sent
starting pitchers Wilson Alvarez
and Danny Darwin, with closer
Robeno Hernandez, to the Giants
for six , young up-and-coming
prospects.
Those of us who actually
know anything about baseball
would realize that he would have
lost Alvarez and Hemadez to

free -agency, so why not get
something for them while he had
the opportunity. He's a professlunnl sport's owner with n busi·
ness- like institution. When
Reinsdorf mndc u ~-o mmcnt nbout
the White Sox never being nhlc
to c11tch the Clcvolund lndluns,
everybody whined 1111\lmouned at
how 11wful It was for tm owner to
lush out such dcmomllzlnll com·
mcnts, ull he did was put n
In
the slnklnJI White Sux utthc time
who started mukln11 ft ntn bofolll

nrc

slumping again.
So maybe the " Baseball
Gods" decided, once again, to
keep
their distance from
Comisky Parle Fear not patient
ones, soon the "Baseball Gods"
will shine upon them. Granted,
Alben Belle wasn't wonh more
than a dime this year. His time
will come.
When opponents
have to pitch against
Thomas, Belle and a
rejuvenated and rehabilitated
Robin
Ventura, the White Sox
will be a team to reckon with.
Let's not forget
about the most important element of baseball-pitching.
With the likes of
Doug Drabek and
James Baldwin, the
White Sox also have
some young studs who
have proven this year
that with a little bit of
maturity, the Sox <:an
maintain a youthful
and enthusiastic staff.
It should not go UIIJIOo
ticed that when the Sox
decided to make, Wbllt
was cunsidered at the
time, t.h e most ridlc:ulous trade in baseblll,
they had the third hiP.
est puyroll in h:~~ebnll . with sub..500 winning percentage.
The bottom line is lllat
chnl\gcs needed to be made. So.
if need be, ~-ontinue to drown
yuun~clf in your sorrows about
another disappointing ea1011.
But keep one thing In mind, then
will he an CIIICI'llent'C. And wbeft
this hup~ns. we' ll see willa
everybody hns to say theft,
Bolicvc it or not. thcte Ia 1
method to Rclnsdorf's mldnola.

